
Deliver best in class Tier II reporting 
software and services to your clients

See how it works at https://encamp.com/watch-encamp

Encamp’s EPCRA compliance platform is the only purpose built solution designed by 
former consultants to solve the time-consuming challenges faced by teams tasked 
with keeping clients on the right side of regulations, and filing thousands of Tier II 
reports in dozens of states each year.

By partnering with Encamp and leveraging the cloud-based EPCRA suite, you can 
operationalize and automate your clients’ EPCRA compliance for facilities across all 50 
states and territories. Robust data ingestion and SOC 2 certification makes adopting 
Encamp lighting fast while maintaining strong cyber security posture.

Grow together
• Increase the depth and breadth of 

client facility management

• Rapidly scale from pilot programs to 
regional and national partnerships

Deliver like never before
• File thousands more accurate and 

on-time Tier II reports using a 
fraction of the resources

• Present new insights only uncovered 
by synthesizing traditionally 
disparate data sources

Manage at glance
• Create facility-level profiles to track 

inventory, SDSs and retain Tier II 
reports and associated records for a 
single source of truth 

• Consolidate all accounts’ reporting 
requirements and tasks  in one place

Affect change
• Lead digital transformation efforts with 

automation

• Gain a competitive edge by adopting 
leading technology

• Leverage facility and regional trend 
data to inform new projects

Deepen relationships, increase satisfaction 
and uncover new revenue streams

Partner benefits

“I have been very impressed with Encamp’s level of 
professionalism and drive. Encamp is a very important 
addition for us. Encamp’s persistence and vision to 
make it happen, made it happen!” 
 
Allen Summers, Founder, Asmark Institute

“We’ve always been dedicated to simplifying the 
challenging aspects of environmental health and 
safety for businesses. Partnering with Encamp 
amplifies our reach and capability.” 
 
Chris Cleveland, CEO, ComplyAuto

https://encamp.com/watch-encamp
https://www.facebook.com/EncampHQ/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/encamp/
https://twitter.com/EncampHQ


See how it works at https://encamp.com/watch-encamp

The opportunity
EHS teams and the companies that serve them 
need a solution that gathers facility-level chemical 
data, evaluates it against federal and state 
thresholds and seamlessly submits the applicable 
reports to the correct SERCs and LEPCs, and FDs 
across all 50 US state portals.

Only Encamp empowers partner teams to maintain 
compliance across their clients’ entire facility 
footprint without the arduous undertaking of 
manually logging into every portal and submitting 
reports, mailings, or payments.

E-planTier II Submit State Specific SystemTier II Manager

How it works

Easily import years of client data into Encamp by 
integrating state portal accounts or uploading T2Ss files

Manage your clients’ data collection process within  
Encamp with dedicated software and data imports

Automatically check requirements for 33,000+ 
jurisdictions, review and, verify Tier II reports for 
submission

Encamp Fulfillment Engine and regulatory compliance 
experts complete submissions, mailers, required fee 
payments, and records retention

You are provided with documentation of submissions and 
fees so you can retain them and invoice accordingly
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EPCRA Tier II Reporting
• Achieve and maintain EPCRA 302, 311, 

and 312 (Tier II) compliance across all 
50 states and territories

• Automatically check requirements for 
33,000 jurisdictions

• Retain records for submissions, mailers 
and fee payments in one place

• Centralized task management

Drive digital transformation
• Break down silos, unifying often 

disparate facility inventory and 
reporting data in one place

• Capture and leverage critical EHS 
data for ESG and Sustainability 

• Surface facility and regional level 
insights, trends, and efficiencies

Your clients’ benefits

https://encamp.com/watch-encamp
https://www.linkedin.com/company/encamp/
https://twitter.com/EncampHQ

